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I,
H

OPE, like the gleaming taper's light,
adorns and cheers our way." Were .
we not as meek. al'I Moses and as patient as Job, and chock full of faith
and hope, we might as well saddle
our ass and ride out of town alle
samee Mrs. Lot. Here we've been
sitting on the safety-valve for full
forty day and forty nights, yet there's
no word from St. Louis-and our appeal was argued in the
Federal Circuit Court on January 13th. The jury is still
out and we don't know whether we are a criminal, a martyr or just a plain damphool for thinking we could tell
the truth in print and get away with it. If the verdict goes
against us, our future is about as well fixed ~s that of
the Jew who walked into an Irish saloon and shouted "to
-5-
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'ell with the Pope I" And in the meantime. there's nothing
to do but wait. We haven't enough ambish right now to
walk into Heaven were the eternal gates ajar. It's just like
playing poker with Confederate money. The game has
lost its charm, while the flag of truce is up. We don't know
whether the fight is over or has just started. -we're sitting
on a powder-keg, smoking and meditating, and we don't
know whether the powder is face, gun or bug. But, betcherlife we're going to keep it dry. Maybe ff the Federal
Court says "guilty" again, we'll dampen it unconsciously,
but we'll keep it as dry as we can. We feel like a mosquito
with a dull nose. Nothing to do but buzz around. And
here is the month of March starh1g us in the face. The first
fairit breath of spring is in the air. Spring with its new
life, its youth and fragrance, its. warmth and happiness, its
sunshine and hope. Hope! Ah, yes, that's it! Hope is a
wonderful thing and we're bubbling over with it. Mother
used to say "hope and pray." While we've never known
prayers to negotiate a loan or start a bank account~and
we've noticed that the saloon-keeper's credit is always better than the preacher's-yet we have faith in prayers. And
if prayers will do the business-we win, for we know that
hundred:; upon hundreds of our friends scattered through. out the country are praying for us. Of course, if the St.
Louis decision goes against us, we still have another court
to resort to, but the .experience of a year's litigation has
proven to us that the game is decidedly expensive, and we
can make money by going to jail. However, we never did
~
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care a whoop for money, and if we finally do land in jail.
just make up your mind that while we may be both licked
and busted, . our spirit is unbroken, and we'll be back on
the job just as soon as we can negotiate a getaway with
"good time" off. For, believe us, we'll be good-until we
get out.
Some of our friends wonder that we don't become a raving anarchist, and damn the government and everybody
connected with it. Nixy. Others suggest that if it comes
to a showdown, we might do the Jack Johnson stunt and
slide over the Canadian line. Nixy again. We've seen just
enough of Canada to be convinced that we'd rather be in
jail in America, than a free man over there. America is
good' enough for us. It is the home of our fathers. They
helped· hew it out of the Virginia wilderness and helped
put Old Glory in the heavens and keep it there. While we
may be a man without a party and without a creed, we
will never be a man without a country. Just because a
bunch of scalawags started the government dogs on our
trail and set the federal machinery against us, is no reason
for us to sour on the world and become an alien. On the
contrary we love our country just as much as we ever did.
There's room in our heart for every acre of its sunny soil,
for every hilltop upon which the morning breaks; for every
vale that cradles the evening shadows, and for every stream
that laughs back 1he image of the sun. After all it might
have been worse. Two years isn't so very. long. Just two
ticks of the mighty clock of Time!
-7-
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"The years," we are told, "are seldom unjust." Everything will right itself in the end. Though Time will sweep
from the records of the world the story of our endeavor,
we intend to keep on fighting with an abiding faith that we
will one day reach the goal of highest endeavor. We may
fall by the wayside before we get there, but our nose will
be pointed straight ahead-uphill. Jim Jam Jems has come
to stay just so long as we have life and strength to continue
the work. For a time we stood on wabbly legs-the bones
but gristle and the tendons mere fatty strings. But time
has seasoned us, and each month we have become more
firmly entrenched in the hearts of the people. It will take
more than a jail sentence to kill us off, and we're not going to jail if good fighting will keep us out. We intend to
sit right here on that powder-keg until we know whether
we have the government licked, and if the Circuit Court
says no-we'll spit on our hands and go to it harder tlian
ever.
Don't have the faintest idea what we are going to fill this
March n1.1mber with. Haven't dared to leave home and
scout for dope for fear that verdict would drop butteredside down and the Court might forfeit our thirty thousand
dollar bond if we didn't happen to be at home when the
U.S. Marshal called. Before another month rolls 'round we
hope to know where we are at, and then we will be back
on the trail of the iniquitous like a buzzard following a
bad smell. For. this issue it will be necessary for us to do
some fine needle-work on our left arm. Perhaps a few
-8=
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shots will push the clouds away. The color of this month's
cover indicates our feelings as we start work, but we hope
to break through the April showers with a burst of sunshine, next month.
JIM JAM JUNIOR.

-9-
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LIFE AND VIRTUE ON TBE
BARGAIN COUNTER
Department Store Tra!!edies the
Muzzled Press Dare Not Chronicle

T

HE public little realizes the depth of
truth in the time-worn saying "it pays .
to advertise." Here we intend to outline briefly the tragedies of a daythe sacrifice of innocent womanhood,
of. virtue, of life-that has come to
our notice, but not through the usual
news-medi9m, the great daily newspaper. The American Press-which
is the boasted result of free speech in the one country of
the. world where the watchword is Liberty-the powerful
American· daily newspapers, supposed moulders of public
opinion-of thought and sentiment, did not dare publish
the detailed facts of these tragedies because they are muzzled .through the business. policy that controls both edi.,.
ajtitfland news columns. The big department stores of
.),t.1.,~.,"~.~~~tb~financial support of the mislabeled and
>
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misbranded "free press"-absolutely control, dominate
and dictate the editorial polfcy and the news columns of
America's foremost newspapers. To prove this statement
we liave but to chronicle the tragedies of a day within the
big department stores-tragedies the public never learns
of through the public press.
On January 24th, Clara Hammer, whose home was at 1027
Thirteenth Avenue South, Minneapolis, committed suicide.
She, like the elder sister who went before her, had besm
employed at the Powers Mercantile Co. Store at Fifth and
Nicollet, Minneapolis. Her story is the ordinary one.
Henry C. Schroeder was the manager of the drug department where the girl worked. He is a married man, his
home being at 1216 Dupont Avenue North, Minneapolis.
Schroeder "won" the girl, and for months she had been his
mistress. He was introduced to the girl's parents as "Mr.
Watson;" he often called at her home in his automobile
and took the girl away with him for the night. When the
girl learned that Schroeder was a married man, he told
her that his home relations were "strained," and he was
arranging a divorce. He promised to make haste, and
marry her just as soon as he was free. But she discovered
the lie, and sooner than face the world with the story of
her disgrace, she sought death.
The Minneapolis newspapers handled the story of colltse.
They gave the girl's name, her residence number, ttnd the
cause of the suicide as "unrequited love." Said she 'had "
been employed in a local drug store-which f ~ct m~ul~f
-11-
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easy for her to secure the poison with which she had ended
her unhappy life. But the newspapers failed to state that
the "drug store" was the drug department of the Powers
Mercantile Company, and that Henry C. Schroeder, manager of the department-a married man of supposed respectability-had debauched the girl; that in order to hold
her job she had submitted to his villainy until robbed of
everything that life held dear, and then· unable to longer
bear the burden of her shame, sought death rather than
face the cold world's bitter scorn. The Minneapolis newspapers protected Schroeder; the Powers Company escaped
all publicity and connection with the affair, and the public did not know that instead of being the, victim of a
foolish love,. affair, Clara Hammer was a "Department
Store" victim-debauched and ruined by the "boss" who
felt free to approach her because she was a working-girl
-who had to hold her job I
Does it pay to advertise? How little the public realizes
the protection that is accorded the sweat-shops of the country, where innocent girls are debauched, ruined and ground
to death in the struggle for their daily bread I Virtue and
life are thrown on the bargain counter that big business
may flourish and pile up the dividends. And the public
is k,,Pt in ignorance of the truth by the great daily newspapei)~,.because the public press is muzzled and subsidized
by the patronage of big businessll
The Clara Hammer suicide is but an incident. On that
same day-Friday, January 24th-a life was sacrified in
-12-
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the great Montgomery Ward & Co. plant in the city of Chicago, that more dollars might roll into the coffers of big
business. Charles Knoelt, fifty years old, with a wife and
five small children, was the victim. Montgomery Ward
operates a mighty labor-saving peanut roaster. Knoelt was
ordered to fix a hanger above the machine near the big .
flywheel which was making six hundred revolutions a
minute. He knew the danger-but to refuse would cost him
his job, and it would be foolhardy to suggest that the
machinery be stopped for a minute while the repair was
made-for that would mean a loss of several pennies to
Montgomery Ward. Knoelt mounted a stepladder between
a beam and the revolving shaft. As he worked there was
a scarce six inches between his body and the dangerous
shaft. He was forced· to bend over slightly to adjust the
hanger-and the next instant his clothing caught in the
shaft, his body whirled with each revolution of. the big flywheel, then fell to the floor a mass of torn flesh and broken
bone. Of course the machinery had to be stopped-just
long enough to remove the fragments of clothing and flesh
-then the ceaseless grind went on.
Most of the Chicago newspapers did not even mention
the incident. The big dailies were silent. They dared not
tell the truth. They dared not point out to the public the
fact that human life is the cheapest thing in ·big business.
For big business has the daily newspapers of Chicago· and
every other big city muzzled and hog-tied.
These are but the tragedies of a single day that have
-13-
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come to our notice. How many more occurred on January 24th we do not know. T~e day -d~es not pass but these
tragedies occur-but the public rarely learns of them.
Does anyone wonder that a determined and organized
effort has been made to suppress Jim Jam Jems and throw
its editor into prison? The fact that we are independent
of the patronage of big business puts the fear of hell into
the lives of those who would· hide the truth. A pY.blication that tells the adertiser his money is not wanted, that
refuses to accept any business of whatsoever nature, that
will not even accept a dollar of subscription, is the only
publication that can afford free speech. And the price
we have had to pay-and may yet have to pay-indicates
only too plainly why so few publications attempt to tell
the every-day truth.

-14-
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We'd Work in the Garden --

HERE'S work· in the garden for you,
my man." Not in the vernal patch
with the mellow hills and the stalks
of green corn waving in the summer
breeze; not in the garden where the
dahlias and the hollyhocks· sing bass
to the tender notes of the pansy soprano; not in the place where the fig
tree is supposed to supply clothing to
the moving mountain of masculine form; but in the pretty
little garden of Modern Eden, where breeding will be the
most important duty, with a new wife ~very three months.
Do you get it, Steve?
,, It is a German idea, but it is violent enough to come
from the Bois de Bologne or the silent avenues of Venice
where the scarlet-turbaned gondolier turns his back upon
the langorous couple snuggling down and down in the boat
while they drink of the Italian ozone and think of the garlic and spaghetti they will have for dinner, and what they
-15-
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will have afterwards. It is the idea of a gentlemanly doctor named Hentschel, Lord bless him; And he is forming
a close corporation under the name of the Mittgart Bund.
We never heard of this particular kind of a Bund before,
but we have tackled many a strange drink and found it
palatable, and if the Mittgart is what it is indicated to be,
we will try one.
The recipe is simple. All that is lacking to make the
Bund bound into actuality is a man with a million who is
willing. He must possess the beauty of an Apollo, the intellect of a Socrates, the strength of a Sampson when there
is no Delilah hanging 'round, and the restless energy of
Emperor William at mustasche-curling time.
The Mittgart Bund is looking for a place to plimt its
human garden. The promoters are looking for several
Adams and a lot more Eves. The purpose of that good
doctor Hentschel is to produce a race of children who will
be unsurpassed for beauty, strength, intellect and wisdom.
All he lacks is the producers-of cash and other things.
He wants the- products of his garden to become the regenerating elements of the human race and the hope of the
world. His first thought was to start his breeding farm
for the production of "noble human ,beings" in Germany.
Then he found that the German man of millions was one
not calculated to have his mind on the race. Besides, he
would either have weak eyes, a running nose, knock knees,.
ringbone or spavin. He wanted a German with a million
dollars who didn't have -a pimple on him from fetlock up,
-16-
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one who would be willing to settle down to the simple
life a]}d donate his energy and his coin to this particular
kind of gardening. But there wasn't any such animal in
all Germany. Then Doc Hentschel took a look at France
-and hurried away. Italy was even worse. Norway had
the beautiful men, but they wanted to fish too-in the summer tim.e. Then he looked across the seas. He didn't even
stop to glance at England. The Britishers had the money
all right-but there was something else lacking in one way
and another. He decided that America would be the land
for his great scheme-so he came. We've been looking
over the list of eligibles and wondering how the good doctor is faring in his advance eugenic Bund. Now there is·
-John Dee for instance. He has the wisdom and the wampum. .But the other essentials are lacking. Andy Carnegie
lacks a foot and a half in manly beauty. There is a moral
phase to the proposition that would bar Jeff Livingston and
William Rufus Edwards. But maybe Doc Hentschel will
land, for the country is eugenically crazy and Doc's plan
may meet with approval and success.
The real purpose of the Mittgart Bund is to rear human
beings just like horses. It is the idea to boost the game
on the sire's side as well as the dam side. The eugenics
say that too many children for one wife is murdering the
human race. So the Mittgarts want one' hundred men,
selected for their' physical, moral, intellectual, ,financial
and spiritual perfection. But you can strike out the last
requirement if necessary. Each man is to select one of the
---'-17-
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fairies in the garden, and there shall be more than enough
to go 'round. The girls are to be selected too, but the price
mark 4s to be rubbed off. The men of the garden will live
in the community. Each one will visit the wife of his
choice as a guest, but it will not be necessary to buy a bottle of beer. Doc Hentschel says that the husband and wife
love more devotedly when they don't know each other too
well. So the Mittgarts will tack on the simple requisite
that the husband shall be true to the wife of his choice
only until the mischief is done. Then he passes. The next
day will find him sitting in a new game and the wife who
has been put away to await coming events which cast their
shadows before, will remain free of any masculine attention for three years. Each three months the man must
pass on. After the wife has been -placed on the retired
list she must give three years to the care of her youngster,
and then she can become the party of the second part once
more, while the committee of one hundred start on their
gala procession down the honeysuckle lanes. Just as soon
a:s she is inoculated she is automatically divorced from the
party of the first part and goes away again. Three years
to a: baby! No wonder they couldn't make the thing work
in Germany!
This eugenic business is getting on our nerves. Will you
come into the garden, Maude?

-18-
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A Gentle Reminder

T

I I

WO of .our old friends-Minneapolis
abortionists - are being tried for
manslaughter as this issue of Jems
goes to press. Some two years ago,
when we started in to acquaint the
good people of Minneapolis with
facts regarding the wholesale practice of abortions in the Mill City, we
named three star performers-Doctor Charles H. Hunter, Dr. Phillip Mueller and Dr. George E.
Mills. We named Hunter as the arch-criminal, because of
his high standing as a member of the Hennepin County
Medical Society and head of the Medical School of the
University of Minnesota. Mills and Mueller" were merely
pointed out as cheap operators who did a wholesale business. In fact, we referred to Mueller in one article as the
"dollar-a-shot" abortionist, because of the small fee that
was necessary to secure his servi<;es.
Shortly after our expose, a woman died from the effects
-19-
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of a.:6. illegal operation. Dr. Mueller was charged with the
crime, convicted, and is now serving a ten year sentence.
The people said that Jim Jam Jems was right in his case
anyway. But they were skeptical with regard to our
charges against Hunter. A few months ago, a young girl
died on Doctor Hunter's operating table "during a curettement." Hunter was arrested-charged with manslaughter
-and his case will probably be disposed of before this issue reaches the public. · A few weeks ago another woman
died in Minneapolis as the result of a criminal operation.
This time Dr. George E~,.Mills was arrested, charged with
the crime-the victim hiving indicated his guilt.
At the time we made charges against these abortionists,
we .had the evidence to substantiate our charges. We had
evidence thatwoUld convict. But evidently the prosecuting
attorney of Hennepin county did not want it. Doctor Hunter had been his f ~mily physician for many years. We
mentio,n this fact merely as a peculiar coincidence.
Something more than a year ago, Dr. Mills was under
indictment, charged with performing abortions. Somehow, the Hennepin county attorney got it into his head that
Mills should be convicted and he thought perhaps Jim Jam
Jems was in possession of facts sufficient to bring about
the conviction. He ignored the, Hunter matter entirely,
and wrote u.s a letter asking our co-operation in the Mills
case. We called at his office a few days later to assure
him of our assistance any time it was wanted. The prosecuting attorney was out of the city, so we were told, and
-20-'-
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our interview was. with the first assistant. We assured the
latter gentleman that we knew much of value to the state
in the Mills case, and when we left the office we thought
that the matter was well settled, and we would be called
upon to assist in the case. But we were mistaken. Within
a week following our visit, this same first assistant to the
prosecuting attorney gave an interview to the Minneapolis
newspapers in which he branded Jim Jam Jems as an obscene publication, and later the prosecuting attorney personally issued an order to the police directing them to
stop the sale of our publication in Minneapolis. Our Minneapolis attorney then called on the Henn,epin county
prosecutor to learn why this sudden "change of heart," but
could get no definite reply. However, we had no fear that
the county attorney's order would be effective with regard
to the sale of our book, and despite the new attitude of the
office toward us, our attorney assured the county prosecutor that Jim Jam Jems stood ready to furnish evidence
and information in the Mills case wheneyer called upon.
But our evidence was not asked for. Mills went to trial,
and was acquitted.
It may seem a little strange, but neverth~less true, that
three lives have been sacrificed in order to bring about the
arrest of the three abortionists which Jim Jam Jems originally exposed in Minneapolis. It may be that the Hennepin county attorney is sincere and conscientious in the performance of his duties. If he is sincere, well and good. But
if not-then these three deaths were unfortunate indeed.
~21-
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And it is just barely possible that had the county attorney paid some little heed to the truths Jim Jam Jems has
been propounding for the past couple of years-instead of
a!tempting to suppress our publication-a life or two might
have been saved. Who knows?

--22-
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Thy Faithful Servant
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NNA Cahill was a good old soul. She
had worked for thirty years for one
family. She had tended the babies,
looked after the fires, had washed the
faces of the children, prepared them
for school, and had seen them grow
up. She had seen the little boy grow
more like his father every day, had
watched the slip of a "gurrel" as the
years lengthened her dresses, and had watched in a flurry
of excitement the daughter's debut into society. Week by
week she earned her wage and she was contented and
happy and proud of the family that grew older as she grew
grey.
Anna was thirty-five when, she went to live with the
family. Her dark hair didn't have a silver thread in it.
The blue in her eyes was like the lakes of Killarney. Her
v~ice was like the sweet notes of Celtic music. And she

JIM JAM JEMS BY JIM JAM JUNIOR
was proud of her place. Widowhood sat lightly on her
brow, for she had the baby of her mistress to look after.
She had the master's boy to dress and keep clean. She
was a dacint servant of a dacint family and it was not for
her to gad about and ask for anothe:c. place when she was
doing so well where she was. She was pleased with her
place and she was proud of the "childer," so she was. Then
the daughter of the home went away-to become the mistress of her own home, and one day she came back with
her husband and she looked so pretty and sweet while she
held her darlin' little bairn to her pretty breast. And Anna
Cahill crooned to the child and loved it much. And one
night the son came home very much the worse for wear
and the kindly old soul smuggled him to his room and in
the mor11ing she brought him some black coffee and toast
and a cold towel for his aching head and she murmured
that "byes will be byes,'' as she wiped a tear that rested
upon her wrinkled cheek.
Away back there when she first came to live with those
nice folks the baby grew sick and became worse. The
mother and father hovered ever near, and Anna Cahill
worked day and night. She seemed to anticipate before
that scared mother d.id that the grim harvester was coming
after the little one and take it up beyond the clouds where
there is rest, and when the blow fell Anna Cahill was there
to comfort and to counsel, and it was the good Anna who
prepared the dear little .thing for burial and went to the
church with the family and who kept her grief pretty much
-24-
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to herself until that night, and then sobbed herself to sleep
in the loneliness of her plain room.
Thirty years passed, three decades of sorrows and joys in
that householq, and Anna Cahill had been faithful every
day. The black hair had turned to white. The blue eyes
that had twinkled in :merriment were dimmed with age.
The plump hands were gnarled and rough. The steps were
not a& brisk as they had been. She had a clumsy way of
dropping the dishes. The sweet voice that broke out in song
to the babes of the household in the years befo:te had become a mere vocal rasp which made the family shiver.
And Anna Cahill had begun to live in the yesterdays. She
had contracted the habit of bringing out a little piece of
golden curl, a child's sh.oe, a dear little dress. Tomorrow
meant nothing to her. It was the song of childhood for
which she listened.
Then the family decided lo move. At least that is the
way they said it. Anna Cahill could undoubtedly find another place. She was such a good servant. So many people would be glad to get her. And when the time for re·moval came Anna Cahill gathered her trinkets, the toys
that had been the baby's, the scraps of silk that had gone
into the first bride's dress, and many other things, and put
them into the new and shiny dress suit case that she had
bought, and she wended her way out into New York. 'The
first night she slept in a lodging house. It wasn't like the
old home. But they were going away-had gone away, and
while she missed them she would not complain. She. would
-2o-
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to herself until that night, and then sobbed herself to sleep
in the loneliness of her plain room.
Thirty years passed, three decades of sorrows and joys in
that househol4, and Anna Cahill had been faithful every
day. The black hair had turned to white. The blue eyes
that had twinkled in merriment were dimmed with age.
The plump hands were gnarled and rough~ The steps were
not a& brisk as they had been. She had a clumsy way of
dropping the dishes. The sweet voice that broke out in song
to the babes of the household in the years before had become a mere vocal rasp which made the family shiver.
And Anna Cahill had begun to live in the yesterdays. She
had contracted the habit of bringing out a little piece of
golden curl, a child's sh.oe, a dear little dress. Tomorrow
meant nothing to her. It was the song of childhood for
which she listened.
Then the family decided to move. At least that is the
way they said it. Anna Cahill could undoubtedly find another place. She was such a good servant. So many people would be glad to get her. And when the time for re·moval came Anna Cahill gathered her trinkets, the toys
that had been the baby's, the scraps of silk that had gone
into the first bride's dress, and many other things, and put
them into the new and shiny dress suit case that she had
bought, and she wended her way out into New York. 'The
first night she slept in a lodging house. It wasn't like the
old home. But they were going away-had gone away, and
while she missed them she would not complain. She would
-26-
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rather work for them for nothing than for other people
for big wages. But she would get a nice place. She sought
for work on the following day, and the next and the next.
But the fame of Anna Cahill as a servant had not preceded
here, and the people looked askance at the sweet old lady
who wanted work. The tired feet followed one another
across the most lonesome city in the world-when on~ is
alone. Then she found her tottering way back to the doorstep where she had sat with the little children. There was
nothing there but the ghost of the yesterdays. It was the
same door through which they had taken the little white
casket of the babe, through which the bride had gone amid
a shower of old shoes, into which she had admitted the
mischievous boy who had finally grown up and gone away.
But the people there were strange. And they didn't know
where Anna Cahill's ·~folks" had gone. The neighbors
didn't know. She made her way to another dear old lady,
Mrs. Emma O'Neill, and found sympathy and encouragement. But she determined to find her "folks." They could
appreciate her housework, her culinary skill, her kindly
sentiment. And when they found that she had had such
a hard time getting a place amo'ng people who didn't know
her they would never let her go among strange people
again. She went out into the city again looking for the
family who had employed her for thirty years.
One evening she found her way to a lodging house. She
wanted a room. The landlady took her up three floors.
Anna Cahill paid for a week's rent in advance. The land-26-
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lady went down stairs and the tired old lady locked the
door. The next morning she did not appear. Knocks upon
the door brought no response. There was an odor of gas.
The room was entered from a fire escape. The fumes of
gas were almost overpowering. Anna Cahill lay still upon
the bed. She had not found her "folks," but she had joined
the little babe whose golden curls she had treasured
through the tears of years.
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IITO-DAY11 ~--IN NEW YORK
•

.....--~""""---. UST as a gentle warning to the young
girl who goes to New York to "make
her way in the world," we would sug. gest that she equip herself with
sheet-iron lingerie and half-sole her
bloomers with asbestos. In our February number ,we reviewed at length
the drama "To-day," now playing at
New York's Forty-eighth Street Theatre. The drama is truly startling because those who do
not know American Society today cannot conceive of the
truth the story tells, while those who do know-refuse to
admit the truth. The story of Lillian Wagner is a decidedly common one .in every-day life. New York is a city of
mistresses. The stories of French Court and Roman mistresses which splotch the history and literat~re of the old
world, could be written in the story of today without elaboration. Easy morals characterize the sterner sex to such
an extent that the average successful man · in America's
-28-
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large cities maintains a flat or two in addition to his home.
There are thousands of "kept women" in New York. Most
of them are mistresses of wealthy married men. Modern
Josephs are a mighty scarce article in 'this day· of free love
and concubinage. Infidelity on the part of married men
today is common. And society winks at the situation.
There are hundreds upon .hundreds of men, high in public
life, and factors in the business and financial world, with
beautiful homes-with wife and children-who maintain
independent flats and apartments for their mistresses. This
dual life has become so fixed that the man who can affor~
to keep a mistress considers it a perfect right. Few men
of wealth in the cities remain steadfast. Thi~ sounds rather harsh, but we know what we are talking about. We
know hundreds of married men who are always looking
for "something new" in the feminine line. Give them
Psyche for wife and Salome for mistress, and they would
swim a river and wade a muskeg to grab a'freckle-faced
maid who had hitherto not disposed of her charms.
When a young and inexperienced girl goes to the city,
she is a mark for the men who bait their traps with wealth.
If she escapes it is a miracle rather than an exception to
the established rule. If you visit the night restaurants, the
cabaret cafes and lobster palaces of any big city, you will
see hundreds of young girls dining and drinking with middle-aged a_nd even old men as their companions. The man
who can afford it-and some of those who can't-take delight in parading young girls in notorious public resorts as
-29-
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their mistresses. It is considered an art nowadays for a
forty or fifty year old man to grab a "squab."
On a recent visit to New York we did some scouting that
opened our eyes. About a year ago, at one of the fashionable watering-places, we met a number of young women
and girls from New York. One of these young women in
particular told us her story. She was a "kept woman."
She had an apartment on Riverside Drive-in one of the
most exclusive flat buildings of the city. Thursday night
of each week the man who paid the bills came to claim his
reward. In response to our query whether hers was an
ordinary condition, she replied that it was. Said she knew
scores of girls who were kept in the same manner. "Come
to New York and I will introduce you to a number of these
girls whom I know and you can study the situation first
hand," said the girl. We asked her if the vice commission
and the various reform and church clubs did not know of
this condition of society. "They certainly do," was the answer, "but they wink at the condition in the belief that
it is better for a girl to become one man's mistress where
she is provided with a good, home and every comfort than
to become a common prostitute or street solicitor. Tqey
believe that the mistress in her apartment does away with
the need of public brothels." We ventured the opinion
that this theory looked plausible, and perhaps after all the
"mistress" way was best. Then she pointed out to us where
the theory is all wrong. "Look at me," she cried, "I am
-30-
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young, well educated, and am supposed to be good-looking. I am a normally healthy girl. I have as fine an apartment as any woman in the city of New Yor.k. I have my
limousine to carry me to the theatre, to the cafe, to the
dressmaker, to the shops. My time is my own all but Thursday night of each week. I have an almost unlimited expense account. "He" never kicks on my bills or asks questions with regard to the money I spend. He is a millionaire
manufacturer, a married man with a family. He is nearly
sixty years old. Do you think that I or any of the other
girls who are old men's mistresses are content with an old
man visiting us one night a week? What do you think I
do the other six nights and days and afternoons? Don't I
know what the end will be? Do you think I am not having a good time while it lasts? Don't you think that every
other "kept" girl is doing the same thing? Just come to
New York and let me show you the true conditions." And
we went. We called on this girl-but not on .· Thursday
night.
During our visit to Gotham we met a score or more
"kept women." We visited three different apartments in the
fashionable and exclusive residence districts of the city.
Every one of these women seem to know scores of others
who are in like circumstances. They gossip about their
friends and each seems to know intimately the mistresses
of many of New York's prominent men. Suppose that we
were to include in this story some of the detail facts we
-31--
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learned with regard to the liaisons of men high in New
York society and business life? Just imagine if you can
th.e result if we should publish a small directory, with
names, office and residence numbers, dates and minute
facts, like the following for instance: "Mr. -. -.
,
manufacturer, director in
Company or Bank· or
Corporation, legitimate home, wife and children at No. --'--- Street, keeps as his mistress Miss
, apartment
- - - Riverside Drive, or some other number. He has provided her with a Marmon limousine, a private checking account at the Knickerbocker Trust, etc., etc. He visits this
apartment every Thursday night at 5 :30, remaining usually
until two or three o'clock the next morning-sometimes all
. night, when he can make his family believe that he has
business in Boston or some other nearby city." With six
months work in New York, ·we could publish an official
directory with scores of names which would include some
of the foremost men of the city. But what would be the
result? Home after home would. fall with a crash. Innocent wives and children would be subjected to bitter disgrace, and many·men-who are simply doing what society
tolerates and expects-would meet with dire disaster. The
divorce courts would work overtime, the morgue would
be filled with suicides, and virtue would experience a bull
market. · No, this is one place where the truth is better
untold.
But the married men are not alone in their illicit liaisons.
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An alarming percentage of married women have their lovers. You will find them at afternoon dansants, · in wine
rooms and fashionable resorts with young men as their
escorts. In most instances the woman is spending the
money furnished by her husband, and many a young man
is "kept" by a married woman whose husband keeps a
mistress. Summer hotels and excursion boats which ply
between the big city and nearby resorts are but floating
bookshops frequented and patronized by wealthy married
women and their lovers, while husbands-who remain at
home to attend to business and pile up the dollars-resort
to roof-gardens, road-houses and private flats with mistresses, stenographers, manicurists, modistes, milliners,
actresses and chorus girls.
Society in the average big city today is as rotten as that
of ancient Sodom and Gomorrah, when they were subjected
to the wrath of the Almighty.
Johnny Rockefeller, Jr., and any other descendant of
American nobility with millions, or any hypocritical vice
reformer in· the country who is fighting the so-called social
evil in the hopeless task of eradicating prostitution, can
find more illicit relationship between the sexes in high
society than the tenderloin meter will indicate. Just so
long as society tolerates the married man with his mistress
and the married woman with her lover, the stock of streetwalkers and recruits for the brothel on the tenderloin will
never diminish. For sooner or later the mistress is cast
-83-
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off for a younger and prettier one, and the divorce court
sends the married woman from one liaison to another until
she becomes common property.
You can't reform society from the top down. The reformers will have to begin at the foundation and work up.
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-The Framers Shamed
HE black stamp of infamy has been
burned upon the brows of the conspirators against the good name of
Thomas P. Gore, blind senator from
Oklahorua. The political future of
the sightless man who stood pat and
fought like a man is more thoroughly
assured than ever. Lord, how we
love a man who stands up and fights
-and fights like hell! The whole world loves a fighter.
And Gore wouldn't compromise by giving one of the scoundrels his recommendation for office. No wonder he is
great. No wonder the people believe in him. No wonder,·
he can stand and face the thousands upon thousands of
anxious listeners and charm them with his voice and carry
conviction to their hearts. You can take a man like that
to your heart and call him your brother and be happy with
each new honor that comes to him.
Minnie Bond and her tagging husband, the J acobses, the
-35-
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Robertsons and the Fitzpatricks can skulk away like prairie
coyotes and realize that an outraged people have driven
them from participation in the clean and decent and orderly affairs of Oklahoma life. But they have profited their
state and their nation, if they really have any state and any
nation. For they have taught that the "frame-up" falls
down, that the conspiracy flutters and falls and that the
naked truth ·stands revealed like a lakeside picture of a
September morn. How· base some men are! They fall
lower than the woman whom they use for their purposes
to destroy or to blackmail. But the men who framed this
job on Senator Gore, as we said, are public benefactors.
They have proven again that the simple truth is bad
enough, and that there is nothing that will garnish a lie
and make it finally digestible-that the perjurer and the
blackmailer finally get up a blind alley and can't work
their way out.
Minnie Bond, whose consort is best known merely as
"Mrs. Bond's husband," had been something of a politician.
She wanted her husbanq to be named as revenue collector
for Oklahoma, which is quite a big job in a prohibition
state. She went to see Senator Gore, and he told her that
there was nothing doing. The job .had been promised to
another. Then .she decided to follow Senator Gore to
Washington. And she did that very thing. Mrs. Bond is
a "voluptuous lady," with a seven story coiffure and wears
eye glasses when she dresses up. She fell in with the disappointed delegation-and that was quite a large delegation.
-36-
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She importuned Senator Gore for help, and the blind senator was as kind as he could be to her, but at the same time
seemed to have a weather eye out for the best interests of
his state and of his political party. There were others in
Oklahoma who deserved more, and it was in that direction
that Senator Gore was working. But Mrs. Bond had a conference with Senator Gore. She says that at this conference the senator reached down and took hold of her foot.
We used to play blind .man's buff back there when we
wiped our nose on our sleeve with at least some regularity,
and have played it some since-in one way and another.
In the first place we can't figure how on- earth Senator
Gore could grab the foot of a, normal woman who didn't
want her foot grabbed. In the second place we can't for
the life of us figure out what he wanted with the foot when
he gr~bbed it. After the foot-finding fiasco was alleged to
have been pulled off, Mrs. Bond telephoned to Senator
Gore and asked for another conference. He told her to·
come to his office. We wonder if the sense of smell is
highly developed in that Southwestern statesman? She
said that she was going back home that night and she
· wanted just one more talk. She asked him to come to the
hotel. And· he was agreeable, and he complied. He had
his brother-in-law to lead him to the hotel, and when they
walked in she approached and told the brother-in-law that
she would take the Se_nator., And she did. Did any of you
ever figure out that you would have your wife's brother
lead you to an assignation? And then, Mrs. Bond says,
-37-
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she led the blind man who had fingered her foot. She
didn't take him to the parlor. She didn't take him to her
own room. But she took him up to the room of a male
person named Jacobs, who had also been saving the democratic party in Oklahoma and wanted substantial reward
and had been turned down. She was asked why she didn't
take the senator to her own room, and she replied that
it was in disorder. And we'll bet she told the truth. We'll
bet there was a pair of corsets hanging over the back of
a chair, that a soiled petticoat lay in the middle of the
floor and that mussed up lingerie lay around in little
mounds. We were never in the room of a woman politician, hunting a job for her husband, but we have seen
them cross a muddy street. We always walked on the
other side of the hall. But Gore was blind. How could
he tell t~t the room was in disorder? She had a plan.
There was a frame-up to make Gore come across. .There
was a male person named Robertson, another man named
Fitzpatrick and another male person called Jacobs. It
was Jacobs' room to which she took the blind senator. She
led him in, and she had him seated in a chair near the' bed.
There was a crack in the door leading to. the adjoining
room. And at that crack stood the three Peeping ·Toms,
waiting for the storm to break. They were to be the witnesses. She talked to the Senator and he again told her
that there was nothing doing. Then there was a telephone
call for her. She went to the phone and answered it. She
held a conversation. Then she came back and grabbed
-3'8---
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hold of the blind man's hands and fell over on the bed.
He stumbled in his awkward way. She yelled like a hyena
with the trusted triumvirate only six feet away looking
through an open door. Gore asked what it meant, and
then Robertson spoke. The three witnesses came in. Mrs.
Bond had broken her eyeglasses, had cut her face and
claimed to be covered by gore. She says that when she
went into the bathroom to wash the blood off she was followed by the blind senator. How could he have followed
her? Gore left the room, joined his brother-in-law in the
lobby and went his way. And Mrs. Bond and the three witnesses sung the story of the sinful siren from one end of
Washington to the other-when they found that Gore
wouldn't recommend them for any office. They sent the
story from one place to another. It was investigated by
the district attorney at Washington, and 'be dropped it
with a shrug of his shoulders and washed his hands. During all this time Gore stood pat.· They began to talk about
damages. They would compromise for $25,000. Gore said ·
that there was nothing doing. Then they offered to take
$5,000, but it was not considered. Jacobs told Banker Mitchell Bonner that he would go away with Mrs. Bond if
he could get that settlement.
"What about her husband?" asked Bonner.
"To hell with him. He's no good." That was the one
sweet spot where Truth fluttered and stood alone, but just
for a moment.
Then there was a proposition that one of the conspira-39-
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tors be recommended for a federal position. If Gore would
do that there would be no more noise.
Gore's reply was terse, but emphatic. "Nothing doing."
Then Mrs. Bond went out upon the houset9ps and yelled
her agony and tribulation. Nothing would satisfy her but
$50,000 of Gore's money. She would go to court. And her
husband meekly followed and took an obscure seat with
eyes cast down.
It was a great case. They tried it out in Oklahoma City.
The case lasted a week. The court room was filled. All
of the disappointed were there. And a great crowd of loyal
friends of Gore. The ·leading lawyers of the state were
employed. One of the woman's lawyers named Giddings
yelled about burning at the stake so much that one of the
newspaper men unconsciously, it may be, dropped the last
Jhree letters of his name in the written report of the trial.
But, really, it was a great case, and it had a fine ending.
Its conclusions once more proved that the people ,are more
liable to be right than wrong. The jury deliberated three
seconds. All of them yelled "Not guilty." And then the
twelve good men and true took the time to write a verdict
that would be a thorough vindication, and, even then, the
jury was back with the verdict in just four minutes.
"We find," the jury stated, "that the evidence submitted
by the plaintiff is entirely insufficient upon which to base
a suit, and the said evidence wholly exonerates the defendant; had the defendant at the conclusion of plaintiff's evidence announced that he desired to introduce no evidence
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and had rested his case, our verdict would have been the
same."
Giddings closed his speech by sayint{ that if the jury returned a verdict against Mrs. Bond it would brand her as
a strumpet and an outcast. And, as we stated, the verdict
against Mrs. Bond was returned in four minutes.
There had been considerable evidence against the moral
character of Mrs. Bond. The court refused to permit the
introduction of evidence of particular acts of immorality
on her part, but confined the evidence to her general reputation. There had been much damaging testimony gathered by depositions against her, which was excluded because
the facts related applied to particular instances of her forgetfulness of the proprieties. Jacobs, the one who seemed
to be the .ringleader, and who supplied the room into
which Gore was led when he thought he was going to the
hotel parlor, was not placed upon the stand. It was shown
by various witnesses that he had confessed that it was all
a frame-up against the blind senator.
The scene when the verdict was brought in was a dramatic one. The people in the court room broke out in rooflifting applause and the learned judge smiled. The demonstration lasted for teh minutes. Judge Clark left the
bench. Court didn't adjourn. The people crowded around
the rugged political warrior and spoke of their enthusiasm
and shook his hands. It was a delirium of joy. The
"woman in the case" beckoned to her husband, and as she
slunk out into the street he followed meekly at her heels.
-41-
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Mrs. Gore's tears flowed down her cheeks, tears of happiness and pride that the foul blotch had been so thoroughly
removed. "I am too happy for words," she said. She had
her arms about the brave and sightless man and wei,t
almost hysterically. . Then she turned to a friend and said,
"I have my babies to think of now and want to get home·
to them." And the loving man and woman walked out
into the streets with their heads held proudly and their
hearts filled with happiness. And when they reached home
there were many 'telegrams awaiting them. One of them
was from the president of these United States, and told of
sincere happiness at the outcome.
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OHN Hanley, seventy, was arrested as
a pickpocket in New York. He was
scarcely able to walk. But he was
still picking pockets. The feet that
flew so swiftly, back in the old days,
could hardly move any more. But
the deft long fingers could go into the
recesses of a woman's pocket with
the skill of the more prosperous
years, and he won some meat and drink and comfort by
preying upon the unsuspecting. The police call him "The
Ghost of the Past." !ohn spoke freely of the times when
it was "easy money," and he looked back and told of his
conquests.
But was there ever a time when it was ••easy money?"
Was there ever a time when his loot, year i1;1 and year out,
amounted. to a year's fair wages? Was there ever a time
when those who really knew him failed to pity him? For
he bartered home and confidence and future while he
-43-
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sought the short cut toward the thick steak and the cold
bottle?
Tilden was governor of New York when John Hanley
started out on his career of crime. And John wasn't a bungler. He wasn't clumsy. He was daring and successfulas success goes with the underworld. But he spent most
of his time in jail. And when he came out from the grey
walls of the prison he went back to crime-and then back
to prison. "My father tried to make me a . stone cutter,
but I was too delicate to work," he said. John Hanley
thought the world owed him a living, and he took it-most
of it in a cell.
We have ·an old friend who reads Emerson, plays chess,
poker and billiards. Emerson is perhaps his wildest dissipation.:._taking everything all in all. This old friend. bas
a wonderful philosophy. His wisdom is sometimes uncanny. He insists that "everything breaks even." He doesn't
curse his luck. He doesn't whine. But be takes refuge in
that rare religion of his that "everything breaks even."
And as we grow older we come nearer and nearer to agreement with him. Everything bas broken even with John
Hanley. It breaks even with the safe cracker, the bold-up
man. It breaks even with the successful speculator-for
as he piles up his money he piles up physical weaknesses
or unhappiness in a domestic way, or something else that
is just as bad. The successful politician will go out and
make each of ten thousand men show ·his thorax to the
night air, and then go home and sorrow over something
-44-
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that the public does not generally understand. The professional gambler lives like a prince and works like a slave,
and the wage that he earns is a mere pittance as compared
with what he could "spear" with the same amount of
thought, the same amount of judgment, the same amount
of self control, the same amount of tireless zeal in some
recognized line of commercial, industrial or professional
endeavor. He will sit through a long night's vigil, while a
lawyer, less brainy and not so well poised, takes his sleep
and comes to financial success the next day. And then;
when the last hand has been dealt and the ace of spades
is at the top of his flush, in almost nine cases out of ten,
the rest of the boys go around quietly and make up the
purse that buys his casket and pays for the funeral. Omnipotence had provided the "departed brother" with the
ability and ,the temperament to make much out of life. In
the early days he merely sought a short cut toward the
things which he wanted. But there is no short cut. And
there has hardly ever been a man who sought "the short
cut" who hasn't been buried by his friends.
Weaker men than John Hanley went out into the world
and carved success while he was trying crime once more.
More delicate men than this pickpocket who will die in
prison, faced the problems of life sternly and made the
most of them. They won the friendship and the confidence
and·the respect of their fellow men and John Hanley was
boasting of his cuteness when the officers came in and
grabbed him.
-45-
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The safe blower will plan for weeks with his pals and
make a successful raid, and then, when the loot is divided,
generally finds that as a machinist, a mechanic or an industrial worker of any kind, he could have earned more
money and could find the enjoyment of home that no hunted man knows. No, friends, there is no short cut. There
is just one long, straight road, and that never leads to
shame or to disgrace and it generally takes you straight to
Success.

'
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II The A. M. A.'s Boomerang I
~fR!.i&iiiiF===n HEN the American Medical Association
throug:h. its official organ, The Journal of American Medicine, began its
campaign of oppression against the·
Friedmann tuberculosis vaccine, it
hurled a medical boomerang. Already Dr. Simmons and his eohorts
are on the anxious seat. As typical
of the methods employed by the
Medical Trust, the Friedmann vaccine was attacked with
bitter invective a few days after Friedmann ·had made his
announcement of the discov.ery in Berlin.
The A. M. A. had not had time to investigate the claims
or even to know the bacteriological properties of the remedy, yet they lambasted it good and proper. As the result
of these vicious attacks Dr. Friedmann left our inhospitable shores a thoroughly discredited man, save for the loyalty of a few friends who knew that he was a scientist of
high standing and firm in his belief that he had found a
-47-
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healing agency which transcended all other medical devices.
Time is a great leveller truly. For nearly a year nothing
was heard of Dr. Friedmann, yet all the while with grim
determination he was quietly working with patients at his
Institute in Berlin. About two months ago a cable dispatch crept into the New York Sun stating that Prof. Kraus,
head of the Cha rite Hospitals in Berlin and professor of
surgery in the University of Berlin, had found "amazing
results" with the Friedmann vaccine in both surgical and
pulmonary cases. Following quickly upon the heels of this
announcement came the news that "Friedmann was coming back." He has been endorsed by such scientists as Dr.
Erich Mueller, Prof. Schleich, inventor of Schliech's anaesthesia, Dr. Konrad Kuster, privy health counsellor of Berlin, and Dr. Karfunkel.
The A. M. A. has created the impression that ·the government has officially condemned the remedy, which is far
from the fact. The government issued one report, in which
it stated positively that the possible therapeutic value of
the preparation must not be lost sight of, and also issued
the customary caution against too great an optimism in respect to its merits. The final report has not been made and
probably will not be made for another six months.
At the same time three of the eight patients under government observation have made sworn statements before
Notary Public Arthur G. Hays, of New York, that they have
been cured. The government will observe them for about
-48-
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six months longer to see that there are no recurring symptoms.
.
The Friedmann vaccine has been declared absolutely
harmless by the highest medical authorities and as an indication of its harmlessness, Dr. George Rambaud, head of
the New York Pasteur Institute, who is experimenting with
favorable results with the Friedmann vaccine, has innoculated his own four months old child with the remedy as
a precautionary measure, and the child has shown absolutely no bad restllts. He is a lively, healthy youngster.
Even guinea pigs, the most susceptible of all animals to
tubercular infection, have shown no evil results from the
vaccine. Open minded physicians have admitted that its
results are quite beneficial except in the advanced. stages,
where its curative process is practically nil.
The Friedmann case may have a good effect after all. It
may awaken the members of the A. M. A. to the fact that
the Simmons domination is a serious reflection on the prof ession generally.
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Protecting Doctor's Mistakes
HE average layman does not know that
he has practically no protection
against the doctor's mistakes, nor
does he know that the average doctor insures himself against his own
mistakes. In this day of cut-andslash, the Medical Protective Company makes it easy sailing for the
doctor. And when the doctor guesses
that a patient's "inwardz" are out of whack, and opens a
trap-door in the abdomen to take a look and guess again,
he knows that even if the patient has a slim' chance of recovering from the operation, he has less chance to recover
for it. This protective association is what stimulates the
doctor's nerve. The fellow who couldn't distinguish a bellyfull of intestines from a bundle of Chinese noodles or a
can of fish-worms, jabs a keen-edged bowie into a patient's
equator with utter nonchalance. He goes in with all the
-50-
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confidence of a vice crusader with a search warrant, for
he knows that he's protect_ed if he doesn't find anything.
And if his suspicions prove unfounded-if he delves
around·· and finds the appendix perfectly healthy-makes
another slash and don't find any gall-stones--and quits the
sear~h in disgust, leaving a cleaver, a handsaw, a maul, a
roll of gauze· or a sponge in the abdominal cavity, he remembers the fifteen dollars he-pays annually to the Medical Protective Company and worries not. If you fracture
a limb and the doctor fails to make the proper connections-leaving the patient a cripple for life, the Medical
Protective Association is there to prove-and all of the doctors in the country will help prove-that the fracture was
properly and scientifically handled, and the patient will
'limp out of court disfigured in pocket-book as well as body.
If a blundering sawbones operates on a woman for tumor
and nature finally produces the tumor in the shape of twins,
the doctor should worry-for the Medical Protective Company of Fort Wayne, Indiana, is there with barrels of
money to prove that he did the right thing.
The Medical Protective Company is nothing less than a
protection to the doctor in case he makes a mistake. And
the fact that seventy-five per cent of the practicing physicians in. the. U. S. take advantage of this "protection" is
pretty good evidence that they all make· mistakes-and
know it. Here is a facsimile of the "policy" issued by the
protective company:
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$100,000 Deposited, with State
Insurance Department as a Guarantee· to Contract Holders
Bell
434
Long Distance Telephones Independent 2640
Independent 43~
THE
MEDICAL PROTECTIVE COM.t'ANY
OF

Fort Way~e, Indiana
(Hereinafter called the Company)

",,'I

i!

Ii
!i
I:

II

l
i

In consideration of the agreements and representations contained in
the application for this contract, which is made a part hereof, and the
sum of FIFTEEN DOLLAHS, the Company hereby agrees:
To defend and indemnify
(Hereinafter called the holder hereof)
of
Mate of
against any claim or suit, as hereinafter specified, based on professi(\Ilal
services rendered or which should have been rendered during the term
of this contract or any renewal hereof, as follows:
A Against any claim or suit for damages for malpractice, error or
mistake, at any time filed, based on services rendered or which ·should
have been rendered by the holder hereof, a partner, assistant, nurse, agent
or any other person ; and
B Against any claim or suit for damages growing out of autopsies,
inquests, or the dispensing of drugs and medicines; and
C Against any claim or suit .for damages hereunder, arising in suits
brought by the holder hereof for the collection of professional fees; and
D Upon the receipt of notice the· Company shall immediately assume
full responsibility for the defense of any such claim or suit and shall retain local legal counsel, in whose selection the holder hereof shall have
a voice, who, in conjunction with the legal department of the Company,
shall defend without expense to the holder hereof; and
E Such defense shall be maintained until final judgment in favor of
the holder hereof shall have been obtained or until all remedies by appeal,
writ of error or other legal proceedings shall have been exhausted; and
F Such defense shall be at the Company;s own cost and expense and
without limit as to the amount expended; and
G The Company shall INDEMNIFY the holder hereof against any
judgment or loss imposed by law upon the holder hereof in any claim
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or suit, defended by the Company. Such indemnity shall be limited to
Five Thousand ($5,000.00) Dollars in any one claim or suit, and Fifteen
Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars in all claims and suits arising hereunder,
or any renewal hereof, such indemnity being in addition to the unlimited
defense, above provided; and .
H That such defense and indemnity shall extend to and cover the estate of the holder hereof;
Upon the following conditions: '
l
The holder hereof shall, as soon as possible, notify the Company,
2 at its home office in Fort Wayne, Indiana, of any threatened claim or
8 suit, together with full information relating to the services rendered;
4 and in event such claim or suit is filed in court, the holder hereof
5 shall thereafter forward, as soon as possible, any and all· summons
6 or process served, together with the original or a copy of the com7 plaint or petition filed and any and all other papers relating to said
8 claim or suit.
9
At the expiration hereof this contract shall not lapse but may be
10 renewed by the payment of the consideration and the delivery of the
11 Company's receipt therefor.
12
The term of this contract shall be one year from noon, standard
18 time, of the date hereof, or the date of any renewal.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Medical Protective Company has caused this contract to be signed by its President and Secretary and its official seal attached hereto
at the 1.,1ty of. For,t \Vayne, Indiana, this ............... .
day of ............................ , 191 ..•.
SEAL
LOUIS FOX,
P. & S.
!'resident.
SPECIMEN COPY
Secretary.

To indicate what a good thing this protection is, the following excerpts from the company's circular of "Forty-five
Reasons Why,'' is worth consideration: "The plan of the Medical Protective Company, Fort
Wayne, Indiana, provides the only proper and complete
protection for the reputable practitioner, because it is the
only protection embracing the following features:
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Unequivocally protects the holder for services rendered
by a nurse, employe, associate physician, or "any other person" for whom the holder could be held liable.
Contract agrees to fight the case to the court of last resort,
thereby holding out no compromise.
All publicity and annoyance prevented by having the
suit forestalled on its merits.
No common gossip· about the doctor paying a sum to settle the suit, to be an incentive for some other blackmailer
to try the same game.
Clearly agrees to fight the case through the court of last
resort.
Gives the contract holder a voice in the selection of the
local counsel, thus insuring an attorney who will be alert to
the best interests of the contract holder.
Maintains an organized legal department with years of
experience in handling such suits; having prevented thousands and successfully defended hundreds.
Only contract which unequivocally agrees to defend the
suit in every instance to the court of last resort, and which
makes no stipulation whereby it can withdraw its protection in case of suit.
Does not ask to be subrogated to the rights of the assured. When your premium is paid, there is no further obligation on the part of the contract holder.
Contract absolutely protects for services rendered during
the period thereof, regardless of when suit is brought.
Protection must be complete. The Medical Protective
-64-
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Company does nothing else, so must be successful in their
line.
Contract is not limited to "bodily injury," but covers every liability.
,
Only protection which protects the practitioner's greatest asset-his good reputation.
Only organization that guarantees to you your professional reputation.
Only organization operated along ethical lines."
Just inquire of your "home doctor" and "family physician" if he is not a policy holder in this protective concern?
And then ask yourself how much protection. you have
against the doctors' mistakes.
The poor man is absolutely helpless in a case of malpractice: His chances of recovering damages from the physician whose' ignorance or carelessness brings death,· suffering or deformity into his home, are about as near zero as
cunning organization on the part of the Medical Trust· can
conceive.
Pretty tough lines for you, Mr. Common Citizen, but the
ethical practice of this most scientific profession must not
be hampered by placing any responsibility upon the shoulders of the man who wields the knife and saw in the in.,.
terests of suffering humanity. The fact that the doctor
often wears a beard is not even prim a f acie evidence that
he is the goat.
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Schumann-Beink 1s Greatest

Role

T

HE melody that purls from the lips of
Madame Schumann-Heink reaches to
the heart and goes on singing to the
soul for days afterward. The beautiful voice of the glorious woman has
been heard in every portion of the
world, and people delighted and
took to themselves every note poured
forth in the sweet song of the splendid artist. Kings have found joy and peasants have taken
new hope when her marvelous voice poured forth in the
music which melted like the sweet tones of a perfect bell,
humming, humming, humming until the last tuneful note
had dropped lower and lower and left only the. memory
which made you grateful for the privilege of hearing. All
was forgotten, all was overlooked in the magnetism of that
matchless voice. In an army barracks, bleak and bare, in
a frontier hall devoid of all art, lliat voice would''charm
and soothe and intoxicate with the same certainty that it
would touch the soul of the metropolitan audience in the
palatial theatre.
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And the public pr.ess comes to us and awakens us from
our dream of sunlit lanes and mountain streams and flower bespangl€d meadows. For the newspapers tell us that
the wonderful songstress is but human after all, and that
while she has awakened the thousands upon thousands by
her musical art there has groveled back there behind the
scenes the family skeleton which spells bitterness and disappointment. The divorce court has claimed this wonderful woman for its own, for the time being, and there is intermingled with the plaudits' of the tireless listeners to her
delightful gift and attainment the sordid story of the union
with a man who complains.
The first time we heard Madame Schumann-Heink we
thought that she must be inspired. It was like the heavenly
voice that sang to hearts bowed down. Later, when we grew
older, we realized something else. We ascertained that the
woman whose charm had reached us with an influence that
could never be effaced, had been the mother of nine children, one of whom had gone into that land where there is
always music. Then we understood. Part of the time that
good woman who had never allowed her art to interfere
with the bringing forth of children, that wonderful artist
who never ceased to think of home, who had looked upon
the coming of each child as a blessed privilege to her, was
singing each time to nine people. She was singing her me~
sage to the little one who had gone and to the eight darlings whom God had allowed her to keep. No matter ,what
the song was, it was in truth a lullaby for nine children.
-57-
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Character always gives strength to action. The insincere
poet may write beautifully, but his poesy never reaches to
the heart, for his heart is not back of. it. There was something back of the songs of the diva, something equally as
beautiful. It was the heart-felt appreciation of a mother for
the little ones who had come to her. The charm of her
voice, was no. greater than the charm of her motherood, loving and ever mindful of the privilege. Motherhood, the
mosfglorious thing in all the world, was back of every number on her program. While she sang her heart reached out,
sometimes clear acro&s the continent to the eight children
whom she loved with all the sweet devotion that is possible, and she took each child to her heart and sang to it
wp.ile we thought she was singing to us.
Three times has this splendid woman taken the marital
vows. She was always as good a wife as she was a mother.
But the father of her children always had the strongest love
among her husbands, and when William Rapp, Jr., of New
York, says that he was her porter and her chiropodist as
well as her agent and manager, we cannot help but applaud
the frugal foresight of the great artist, who always took time
to bring another child into the world if the Fates so decreed.
She knew the ability and the limitations of William Rapp,
Jr., no doubt, and when we remember how this woman has
for so many years been adored by the music loving world
and that William Rapp, Jr., now says that he has been responsible for her success, the hint, at least, comes to us of
what may have prompted the domestic infelicity which
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caused the mother of nine children to go to the divorce
court and ask freedom from her. union with her third husband. All the music loving world knows who Madame
Schumann-Heink is. Has known for many years. Not one
per cent has ever heard of William Rapp, Jr., except as the
"husband of Madame Schumann-Heink." She charges failure to provide and a violation of his marriage vows with
a New York affinity.
Amid all of her successes Madame Schumann-Heink has
thought of home. Every day her heart has gone back to her
children and· she has known that longing to be with them
and to observe those motherly cares in which a woman like
her has always found real delight. When Thanksgiving
came, or Christmas, or Easter, or any other day of more than
ordinary moment, the diva has had those children of hers
brought to her, sometimes clear across the continent, and on
those days they have had their glad reunion, the sweetest
taste of "home." During her weeks of liberty from the
stage she has been with them constantly and she has found
no finer delight than the role of motherhood, of housekeeper. When she retires from the stage, and· we hope it will he
many, many years away, she will reign _then in the sweetest of all her roles. She will sit by her own hearthstone and
have her children with her. Madame Schumann-_Heink
has done n.iore than charm great audiences. She has proven how queenly she is as a mother.
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The Tipping Trust
BOUT the cheapest game we know of is
played by the "tipping trust." The
average man who slips a dime or a
quarter into the palm of the winsome,
pleasant, affable and most lady-like
little miss who checks his hat and
coat at the restaurant door, does not
realize that he is but dropping a piece
of silver into the greedy palms of
men who have formed a profitable trust as a result of inan's
generosity. The rapidity with which this trust has been
formed and the extent to which it is carried, indicates that
it is profitable to a high degree. A check-stand will be found
today at the entrance to every cafe and dining-room in any
city of importance. Naturally, when one of the girls in
charge of the stand steps forward with outstretched hand,
the guest hands over his hat, his overcoat and walking-stick,
and the wraps of his lady friend-if he happens to possess
-60-
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anything so uncertain and deiightful as a "lady friend." On
leaving the cafe, if one expects to be considered anything
but a tightwad, there is nothing to do but cross the palm of
the check-girl who holds your coat and passes over your hat.
But the ordinary individqal does not stop to think or he '
does not know that the "tip" does not go to the girl. He may
be constitutionally, religiously and politically opposed to
"tipping," but somehow he wants the demure and accommodating little miss to have that dime or quarter as the case
may be. But she doesn't get it.
In every large cafe and restaurant and hotel in the country, the check stands have been leased to the trust or to
some firm or individual who is in the "check-room busin~ss." The rentals paid for the checking privileges in many
of the popular hangouts and· cabaret restaurants are almost fabulous. But the income from these check-stands is
equally fabulous.
The standard salary paid to check-room girls is one dollar a day. You may have noticed that the attendant has no
pocket in her dress or apron, and she wears a tight-fitting
collar. These regulations are required so as to eliminate
any chance for the girl to "knock-down." Some of th.e boys
think it clevah-doncherknow-to drop a quarter down the
girl's neck, just like playing a slot-machine. Hence the high,
tight-fitting collar. The girl must account for every penny,
and your dime or quarter-for which she smiles a grateful
"thank-you"-is rung up in the cash register after the check-61-
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room closes just as faithfully as though you had made a
purchase at a department store.
Whether. or not the waiters of the average cafe are in
some way connected with the trust, we have never been
able to ascertain to our satisfaction, yet we have many times
thought there is a connection somewhere. It is amusing to
watch an occasional "tightwad" who hangs onto his hat and
coat like a reuben to his wallet, and carries them into a cafe
with hirri. There is no place to hang them of course; the
trust will not stand for accommodation of this kind in a
cafe; so the head waiter slams around an extra chair and
manages to attract everybody's attention to the fact that
here is a fellow who is so stingy that he will not check his
wraps for fear the convenience will cost him a dime. And
if Mr. Tightwad happens to have a lady with him, it is most
embarrassing. Then again-and we have seldom known
it to fail-the waiter will carelessly allow a little consomme,
or a few drops of cream or some other liquid--'-melted butter preferred-to drip onto the chair holding the wraps: After one or two experiences of this kind, the tigp.twad becomes a regular and allows himself to be held up.
It is a cheap little graft to say the least, and a decidedly
profitable one. Not content with grabbing the wrap-checking privilege, the trust has extended its manipulations to
the toilettes and washrooms. Usually colored men and
women are employed in the latter places. Colored maids
supply cigarettes to lady guests at 10 cents per, and while
the lady .enjoys a few puffs the maid brushes her clothes,
-62-
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supplies powder puff and toilet lotions, manicure accessories, etc. In-the gentlemen's toilet, a tip is necessary to
secure a clean towel or the use of a comb or brush.
It is all right for the individual, who has to submit to this
systematic milking of small coin, to cuss the men who have
formed this trust and inaugurated the system now in vogue,
but the fell ow to damn and redamn is the cafe 'or hotel pro-prietor who has placed his guests and patrons at the mercy
of grafters, thus allowing a bunch· of men to make a living
through the generosity of the public. The average man
does not begrudge the coin he gives to the check;.girl, but
when he knows that some big, fat Jew or greasy Greek is
raking in the dividends-it naturally makes hiin hot in the
collar.
One man in New York City has a lease on the checkingstands of five of the largest cafes and restaurants. He pays
an aggregate sum of twenty thousand dollars a year for
these privileges. He has nearly two hundred girls in his
employ_ and has inaugurated a "spotting system" which absolutely precludes any chance of the girls getting away with
tips. Further, the girls are educated in tl).e little tricks that
help extract unusual tips from suckers. Some of the girls
have the game down to a science. They are even coached
to make dates or at least hint that such a thing may be possible at the right time when a guest is inclined to attempt
familiarity-and this generally brings forth a healthy-sized
coin. This man in New York has no other soutce of iI1come.
yet he lives in luxury, rides to and from his home in a large
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automobile, and owns his own residence property. His office is the clearing house for the tips from these five stands,
and he converts the harvest of silver coins garnered by the
pretty girls into good gold dollars.
We repeat, it is a cheap little graft, one that the public
despises, and the hotel or restaurant keeper who subjects
his guests to the holdup, is no better than the fellow who
buys the privilege. If some proprietor who wishes to win
the everlasting good will of his customers and incidentally
do a little good in the world, will refuse to lease his checkroom to the trust, and instead, turn it over to some deserving girl who is supporting a mother or sister perhaps, hang·
up a sign to the effect that "this stand is operated by the
girl in charge; tips are limited to a dime; the girl gets the
dime," and the petit-larceny game will soon become unpopular, and a lot of healthy and able men who are now
living in luxury off the tipping game will be forced to get
out and work for a .living like some of the rest of us.
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